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SYSTEM EFFICIENCY OF A MICROWAVE POWER TUBE WITH

A MULTISTAGE DEPRESSED COLLECTOR

by James A. Dayton, Jr.

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

The efficiency of microwave transmitting power tubes and the power supplies which
drive them are an important factor in the weight and cost of satellite communication sys-
tems. A promising technique for improving efficiency is the operation of the tube with a
multistage depressed collector.

This report presents a method of estimating, with the aid of a digital computer, the
efficiency of a tube equipped with a depressed collector when the electron current distri-
bution is known. In addition, an analytical expression for tube efficiency which is based
on a hypothetical current distribution is derived. Secondary emission and radial compo-
nents of velocity are taken into account in these calculations. The biasing of collectors
to achieve maximum efficiency is also discussed.

The efficiency of a simple power supply which could produce the necessary voltages
and currents for operation of a microwave power tube with a multistage depressed collec-
tor is estimated and included in the program. The program does not design a complete
operational power supply but does calculate transistor, transformer, and rectifier losses
for a parallel converter. Losses in the filter and regulation circuits are estimated.

For the numerical examples presented herein, the first few depressed collector
stages improve tube efficiency quite markedly; but after the sixth stage, efficiency is im-
proved about 1 percent per stage.

INTRODUCTION

As communication satellites assume a greater share of the long-distance telephone
and television traffic, the requirements for higher power output and higher efficiency be-
come more pressing. The efficiency of the transmitting tube influences satellite weight
in two ways: it directly determines both the size of the solar cell array needed to drive



the system and the size of the radiator needed to reject waste heat dissipated in the tube.
It follows that, if the microwave transmitting tube is more efficient, the satellite can be
lighter and, therefore, less expensive to build and launch.

Two methods of improving microwave tube efficiencies are being studied: raising
electronic conversion efficiency and recovering energy from the spent electron beam by
means of a depressed collector. The analysis of the latter method is the subject of this
report.

The purpose of a depressed collector from the point of view of physical electronics
is to collect the electrons in the spent beam at a potential such that their kinetic energy
is very small, so that the energy wasted upon impact with the collector surface can be
minimized. The same process may be described in terms of circuit analysis. In a prop-
erly designed microwave power tube, only a very small fraction of the beam current is
intercepted at the anode or on the tube body and only this current need be supplied by the
cathode power supply. The bulk of the power input to the tube then comes from the col-
lector power supply, and most of this current is delivered at voltages much lower than
the anode voltage. Hence, the improved efficiency of the tube.

The design of a multistage depressed collector has been the subject of a recent re-
port by Kosmahl (ref. 1). Kavanagh, Alexovich, and Chomos (ref. 2) verified this design
experimentally and obtained a collector efficiency of 57 percent for an electrostatically
focused klystron with a seven-stage depressed collector. This result was obtained with-
out refocusing the large lateral velocity spread present in the tube.

In other recently reported work on this subject Neugebauer and Mihran (ref. 3) were
able to increase the efficiency of a 1-kilowatt, 750-megahertz klystron from 54. 3 percent
to 70.9 percent with a 10-stage, 60-percent-efficient depressed collector which utilized a
refocusing solenoid. Okoshi, Chiu, and Matsuki (ref. 4) improved the efficiency of a 7-
watt, 4-gigahertz traveling wave tube from 19 percent to 46 percent with a five-stage de-
pressed collector.

This report studies the effect on collector efficiency of the number of depressed
stages when the probability distribution of beam current is known. Some comment is
made regarding the biasing of collectors for maximum improvement in tube efficiency.
An analytic expression is derived for the case of a triangular current distribution, and an
example is calculated by using a digital computer for a distribution calculated for a par -
ticular design. Both calculations considered the effects of secondary emission and the
radial component of electron velocity. The calculations assume that the collector assem-
bly is able to sort the electrons so that each electron strikes the collector which has the
potential energy equal to or next below it in axial kinetic energy. The latter assumption
implies that the entrance angles for the electrons in the spent beam are sufficiently well
controlled, by beam refocusing if necessary, and that collector apertures are appropri-
ately sized.



The efficiency of the power supply needed to drive the tube with a depressed collector
is estimated for a parallel inverter with transistor switches and a single toroidal trans-
former with multiple secondary windings. The losses in the transistors, the trans-
former, and the rectifiers are computed; losses in the filters and the regulation circuits
are only estimated. The power supply efficiency calculation is included in the computer
program.

ANALYSIS OF TUBE EFFICIENCY

Collector Bias Voltage

The placement and biasing of depressed collector stages determines the resulting
improvement in tube efficiency. When the probability distribution for beam current at the
collector is known, the incremental improvement in the performance of the tube as a re-
sult of the addition of each successive stage may be estimated analytically.

In order to illustrate how this may be done, it is instructive to begin with an ideal-
ized current probability distribution function, as shown in figure l(a), where the vertical
axis represents the probability that electrons entering the collector region of an rf am-
plifier tube will have an energy greater than V. (The area under the curve in figure l(a)
has the units of power, I0 is the beam current incident on the collector, and VQ is the
accelerating potential of the electron gun.) The rectangular outline OACD shown in fig-
ure l(a) represents the monoenergetic electron beam launched from the electron gun; the
area of the triangle BCE less that of DEF corresponds to the rf power produced by the

Vj V3 V0 V2

(al Idealized current probability distribution function.

I °i - °
U V2 - Vj

(bt Idealized current probability density function.

Figure 1. - Idealized current probability distribution and density functions.



tube. The probability density function shown in figure l(b), which is the negative of the
derivative of figure l(a), describes the probability of finding electrons between the ener-
gies of V and V + dV in the beam incident on the collector.

When secondary emission is neglected and all electrons in the beam are assumed to
be directed axially, an opaque collector placed at V,, will recover power from the beam
equal to the area of the rectangle OGHI in figure l(a). This area S may be written as

S = V3I = I(v + Vt) (1)

The current intercepted at Vg is

(V. - V« - v)
I = I-2 - - - (2)

The goal is to maximize S, the recovered power. By substituting equation (2) into (1)
and differentiating with respect to .v,

^ (V9 - 2V1 - 2v)
dS = T _? - 1 -

Inspection shows that S increases for increasing v as long as Vp > 2V« + 2v. Three
conclusions result from equation (3):

(1) If V« — 2V .. , the maximum power is recovered when v = 0.
(2) If V« > 2V .. , the maximum power is recovered when

Vp - 2V,
v = -1 - k (4)

(3) If V^ = 0, that is if the probability density is constant up to V2 or the probabil-
ity distribution reduces to a triangle, the maximum power is recovered when

V2v = _ ± (5)

The remaining unrecovered power in the original triangular distribution is repre-
sented by the two triangles BJH and HIF, which are of equal area when equation (5) is
fulfilled. The argument just described can be applied to the maximization of the re-



covery of the energy in any triangular distribution, including these. Additional collec-
tors should be biased to be in the centers of the voltage intervals. It follows then from
equation (5) that, for a triangular distribution function, the maximum power would be re-
covered by N collectors when they are equally spaced in voltage.

Collector Efficiency

The collector efficiency ?]/-, may be defined as the ratio of the power recovered from
the beam by the collector to the power contained in the beam as it is incident on the col-
lector assembly. What follows is a derivation of this efficiency for a triangular distribu-
tion of current acted upon by a depressed collector of N stages equally spaced in poten-
tial. Both radial velocities and secondary emission are taken into account, and the gen-
erality of the result is discussed.

When N depressed stages are employed, current may be collected at N + 1 poten-
tials, counting the tube body. The voltage increment between the depressed stages
Vmax/(N + 1) is as shown in figure 2(a). For this model, equal currents are intercepted
by each of the stages and the tube body. A fraction of the intercepted current C* will
fall on the leading edge of the collector; the resulting secondary emission will then be

Boundary of collection envelope

Ntn depressed collector stage

(a) Current probability distribution function with N depressed collector stages.

v'vm"max "max

(b) Current probability distribution function for recoverable power.

Figure 2. - Idealized current probability distribution functions.



collected at the next least depressed stage. To accommodate this effect to the derivation,
the term s is introduced where

s = Cfy0 ' (6)

and the variation in secondary yield y as a function of incident electron energy is neg-
lected by taking y0, the maximum secondary yield.

The symbol p represents the power not included within the envelope of collection
formed by each collector and can be written

p = I()Vmax (7)
2(N + I)2

Since the electrons intercepted by the N depressed stage will have an average en-
ergy midway between VN and V , the beam power P / which is not recovered
from the current collected there can be written

Pu(N) = P'1

Expression (8) is derived under the assumption that the N collector is opaque. The
secondary emission from the N collector is intercepted on the (N - 1) collector.

Similarly, the unrecovered power from the current collected at the successive stages
in a system where N > 2 is

Pu(N-l) = Pd - s + 3V (9)

Pu(j) = p(l + 2s) (10)

where 1 < j < N - 1.
At the tube body the unrecovered power becomes

Pu(0) = p(1 + 3s)

Assuming that the energy of the electron in excess of VQ may be recovered, the total
unrecovered power may then be expressed as

PuT = P[N + ! + 2r0 + 2s(N - 1)] (12)



The power P<, remaining in the beam as it is incident on the collector assembly may be
expressed in two different ways

psb = -z-f^ <14)

where 77,, is the conversion efficiency of the tube. In terms of figure l(a), 7/Q is the
area of the triangle BCE less than of the triangle DEF, divided by InV0.

From the preceding it follows that V can be written as a function of VnITlciX U

Vmax = 2V0(1 - V (15)

The collector efficiency Tjp becomes

= Sb - uT (16)

PSb

Upon substitution of equations (12), (14), and (7) into equation (16), the expression for the
collector efficiency emerges as

N2 + N - 2yn - 2s(N - 1)
TJC = N > 2 (17)

(N + I)2

When only one depressed collector stage is used, the collector efficiency reduces to

(18,

To allow for radial velocities, refer to figure 2(b). If the fraction 7/r of the kinetic
energy in the radially directed velocity component is assumed to be constant for all en-
ergies, a new probability distribution function of recoverable electron energy, repre-
sented by the dashed line, may be drawn. In this case,



V' ^ m a x (19)vj.*;max
+ »?r

For N collectors (N > 2) equally spaced by Vm /(N + 1) in potential, the unrecov-
ered power and collector efficiency become

?UT = —2— JT7r(N + I)2 + N + 1 + 2yQ + 2s(N - 1)] (20)

77V N + 1 + 2yn + 2s(N - 1)
7?C = 1 - — - --- : - 2 - (21)

1 + ^r (1 + 77r)(N + I)2

Although many practical current probability distributions are not triangular in shape,
the expressions just derived have some application in many cases. In general, if a suffi-
cient number of collectors are used, the areas of unrecovered power will be approx-
imately triangular. Then if v. and i. are, respectively, the potential increment and

•" th •*the intercepted current for the j collector stage, the unrecovered power can be ex-
pressed as

PUT . vi (22)

where

N

j=0

Vmax

and

N

If the stages are chosen so that the intercepted currents i. are all equal, the un-
recovered power is



uT

N

*0 V* v. = I()Vmax

2(N+ I)/ j j 2(N + 1
(25)

Equation (25) is identical to equation (20) with s, y^, and n set at zero.
Equation (16) still applies to the collector efficiency. However V" „„ is not related

ITlelX

to V» in the same way as in equation (15), and the inclusion of secondary emission in the
analysis is complicated by the nonuniformity in magnitude of the v.'s. When a detailed
current distribution is known, the preceding analysis can be carried out. Such a calcula-
tion is described elsewhere in this report but is not as readily adapted to a simple analyt-
ical expression as the triangular distribution.

Before leaving the subject of collector efficiency a comment should be made regard-
ing enhancement of the secondary yield due to grazing angles of incidence at the collector.
Figure 3(a) conveys a representation of the problem of the electron moving at an angle cp
from the axial direction and striking the collector plate at an angle of incidence a. The
collector plate is shown as a flat plane at angle 0 to the normal to the tube axis.

Collecting
plate

(a) Representation of electron moving at angle <f from axial
direction and striking collector plate at angle of incidence a.

(bl Diagram of figure 3(a) translated
to a single intersection.

Figure 3. - Electron at grazing angle of incidence.

The diagram of figure 3(a) is translated to a single intersection in figure 3(b). By
inspection, the following equations can be written:

= 90° - a (26)

+ i// + P = 90 (27)



By subtracting equation (26) from (27) the angle of incidence is found to be

a = cp + ft (28)

The angle |3 is known from the tube design. The angle <p can be computed by using the
expression

(29)

The effective secondary yield y , increased by the effect of the grazing angle of inci-
dence, then becomes (ref. 5)

re = ^ (30)
cos ((f> + )3)

An expression for the overall tube efficiency 77. may be developed, based on the col-
lector efficiency. Two other loss mechanisms must be considered, the microwave effi-
ciency ryRF within the tube and the fraction & of the electron beam power which is in-
tercepted by the tube body and, therefore, is not incident on the collector assembly.

If no depressed collector stages are used, equation (31) reduces to

(32,

where rj, is the tube efficiency for a collector efficiency of zero and negligible heater
power .

POWER LOSSES IN THE DIRECT-CURRENT POWER SUPPLY

Rectifier Losses

In considering the microwave tube as part of an electrical system, it is necessary to
analyze the operation of the dc supply that powers the tube. Losses in the system for a

10



typical operation are described in figure 4(a), and the nominal circuit diagram is shown
in figure 4(b).

The power supply consists of a parallel converter driven by transistor switches, a
single toroidal transformer with multiple secondary windings, and full-wave rectifica-
tion. This arrangement is not presented as being the best circuit for every application,
but one for which efficiency can be readily computed. The systems employed in opera-
tional satellites are generally more sophisticated.

(-^TRANSMISSION
PTRTR PTRFR PREOT COLLECTOR I PRF

/\ /\ A

Z_J

Power drawn from debus
OUT

(a) Power flow diagram.

1 /
/

LAnod

Cathode

-t
Interaction
region

3

fc
\

~*

Multistage depressed collector

'

\ ^ ~]
( h

(b) Nominal circuit diagram for power supply.

Figure 4. - Power flow and power supply circuit diagrams.
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The power lost as a result of beam interception at the anode and the interaction re-
gion is supplied by the collector power supply in this calculation. As shown in figure 4(b),
this current would be delivered by the cathode supply in a practical circuit. However, to

simplify the calculation of system efficiency, a separate power supply for the cathode was
not included. Little error should be introduced since only a few percent of the beam cur-

rent is intercepted and the cathode supply efficiency should be within a few percent of the

collector supply efficiency.

The power losses in the rectifiers PRECT are caused by forward conduction and re-
verse leakage. For a full-wave rectifier circuit with a center-tapped transformer sec-

ondary which is conducting a current I at a square-wave peak voltage of V

p . VSM . 4V\M ,33)
*RECT - — + ^-^ (JJ)

^M JNRVRM

where NT, is the number of rectifiers in series, V-p-., is the forward voltage drop at
maximum rated current, IFM is the maximum rated forward current, Vr>,yr is the max-
imum rated reverse rectifier voltage drop, and Ip™ is the reverse current at the max-
imum rated reverse voltage.

For each collector a separate pair of rectifiers must be employed. The total of all
the rectifier losses is

Transformer Losses

The power output from the transformer can be computed by using the foregoing ex-

pressions, but the power input cannot be computed without first finding the transformer
efficiency. The efficiency can be computed by using the equations derived in this section
for a transformer which is supplying the approximate power required. Since transformer
losses vary as the fourth root of the power handled, only a small error is introduced by
then using this efficiency to compute the transformer losses and the power input to the
transformer.

The transformer losses in the power supply are estimated by assuming that one

toroidal transformer is used. The transformer is center tapped in the primary winding.
The secondary consists of a separate, center-tapped winding for each collector. Leakage

reactance and capacitance are neglected. The maximum current Ig,yj in any of the legs

of the secondary winding is

12



I - P°UT

If we neglect for a moment the losses in the rectifiers and transformer, the primary cur-
rent Ip, is

Ip = (35)

where Vp is the input dc voltage.
If the entire secondary winding is designed to carry !„,» and the rated current den-

sity is the same for primary and secondary, then

n ?0 2 (36)

where A1 and A« are the cross-sectional areas of the conducting portions of the pri-
mary and secondary windings, respectively.

The basic relation needed for the transformer analysis is Faraday's law

Np = - - (37)
4WffBMAc

where Np is the number of turns in the primary winding, W* is the waveform factor,
f is the frequency, B., is the magnetic flux density, and A is the cross -sectional area
of the iron core.

The transformer windings will fill a fraction F of the toroidal window A
Vf

AwF = 2(A1Np + A2NS)(1 + W-n) (38)

where W. is the fraction of increase in the cross -sectional area of the conductors
caused by insulation.

The cross -sectional areas of the two windings can now be written

A F
A, = - * - (39)

/ ^t \
2Np 1 + _L (1 + Win)

13



A2 = (40)

2Ns(1+~r)(1+Win)

The fraction F1 of the toroidal window filled by the primary winding is

F1 = —*— (41)

1 +

Drawing upon an earlier result (ref. 6) the approximate lengths of the primary and sec-
ondary windings, Lj and L«, respectively, are known to be

L! = 2Np [2HT + 0^ + DIT(l - 2^1 -Fj] (42)

L = 2 N 2 H + D + D3 - 2 1 - F - 2 1 - F )] (43)

where HT is the height, DQ_, is the outside diameter, and IX™ is the inside diameter
of the core box.

The conduction losses P/-, in the windings can be written now, considering that only
one -half of each coil is excited at a time and that the length of wire between taps in the
secondary is proportional to the fraction of the secondary voltage developed. •

AVOJ
(44)

where !„. is the current carried by the j segment of the secondary, AVg- is the volt-
age built up on the j winding, and p is the resistivity of the winding material, which
is assumed to be at a uniform temperature.

It has been shown previously (ref. 7) that, for a toroidal transformer with a core
having given ratios of inner to outer diameter Y and height to buildup Z, the most effi-
cient design is obtained when the height HM of the iron core is given by

(45)

14



where k.. and k» are defined in the expression for transformer efficiency %,R-pr>
are related to the conduction and iron losses, respectively.

"TRFR = 10° - klHM - *24

The function k- may be derived from equation (44) by the same procedure as used in
reference 7 and is

100pZ2(l + W. )G
k = - 1 - ™ - (47)

2ir(0. 85)2Ff2B2 [_2* -- 0. ll
2 VpIpW

2

LZ(1 - Y) J * * *Z(1 - Y)

where

2.2 + 0. 2X 9 "1
A + - - - ( 1 + Y - 2YXA)Z ( 1-Y ) -1

+ Vn [1 + V\ [2 + 0. 2XA + 0. 2XR + - ? - (1 + 3Y - 2YX. - 2YXR)1 Y) I2 AVg.
°\ r ? t / L A B Z ( l - Y ) A BJ jto ] J

(48)

XA = j/1 -Ft (49)

and

- F (50)

The function k« has been derived in reference 7

i (5!)

where p,, is the density of the core material and Wj is the core loss per unit mass,
magnetic flux density, and frequency. The transformer losses may then be estimated by
using equation (46).

15



Transistor Losses

The current I. , which must be handled by the switching transistors, can now be
computed including rectifier and transformer losses

(52)
VP?7TRFR

The number NT of switching transistors which must be operated in parallel is de-
termined so that they carry no more than one-half their rated current. It is assumed that
the paralleled transistors will share the current equally. The power PrppTt> consumed
by the switching transistors is (ref. 8)

P ~ N <
TRTR ~~ T |

f/I \2 V 1[ M SATR ,Y j
\N / I + " V P R T
\WT/ XSATR

where VOAT-D is the saturation voltage at rated current, IO^TR is the rated saturation
current, IRT is the reverse current, r is the total switching time, !„ is the base cur-
rent, and VB is the base voltage.

In addition to the transistor, transformer, and rectifier losses just described, the
control and regulation circuits associated with the power supply will consume about 5 per-
cent of the power being conditioned in a typical converter system (ref. 9).

ESTIMATION OF EFFICIENCY FROM COMPUTED

ELECTRON CURRENT DISTRIBUTION

The analysis described in the previous section has been applied to the current prob-
ability distribution for saturated operation computed for a 2-kilowatt traveling wave tube
and shown in figure 5 (unpublished result from O. G. Sauseng). This distribution is
vaguely similar to that shown in figure l(a), and the placement of the first depressed col-
lector stage was determined approximately from the criterion of equation (4). Succes-
sive stages were placed so as to maximize the intercepted area under the current distri-
bution curve, but no stage is placed at a potential greater than VQ since this energy is
not readily recovered. Since figure 5 does not take radial velocity components into ac-
count, the potentials actually applied to the collectors are reduced from those shown as

16
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Figure 5. - Analysis of current probability distribution for saturated operation of a 2-kilowatt traveling wave
tube. (Collector numbers denote order in which they were added to assembly.)

dashed lines by dividing by 1 + 77 and are shown as solid lines. The numbers assigned
to the collectors denote the order in which they were added to the assembly.

The current probability distribution for the same tube operated at 12. 0 decibels be-
low saturation is shown in figure 6. The collector potentials chosen with the purpose of
maximizing the tube efficiency for operation at saturation are also shown in the figure.
With the tube operating below saturation, the electrons in the spent beam have a higher
average velocity and are not collected with maximum efficiency. It would be possible to
bias the collectors so that the collector efficiency would be very high for low rf power
levels, but this would correspondingly reduce the efficiency at saturation.

100

80

60

40

20

Collector 7 2 10 1 9 6 3 5

^Saturation minus
/ 12 decibels

.1 .2 .3 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2
V/Vn

Figure 6. - Analysis of current probability distribution for a 2-kilowatt traveling wave tube ope rated at 12 deci-
bels below saturation. (Collector numbers denote order in which they were added to assembly.)
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The voltages and intercepted currents obtained from figures 5 and 6 have been used
as the starting point for a calculation of the efficiencies of the collector, the tube, and
the power supply based on the analytical development in the previous section of the report.
The basic electronic efficiency of the tube is also obtained from figures 5 and 6. For op-
eration at saturation, TJO is 28. 27 percent; and at 12 decibels below saturation, it is 7. 55
percent. Power output is 534 watts when the input power is 12 decibels below saturation.
The following assumptions are made: rf efficiency, 95 percent; transmission loss, 2 per-
cent; and heater power, 7 watts. A computer program was written to expedite these cal-
culations and to facilitate the study of the effects of the variation of some of the
parameters.

For a typical collector design the average angle /3 described in figure 3 is approx-
imately 18°. If 77r = 0.1, then from equations (29) and (30) yQ = 1. 244 yQ. For a collec-
tor coated with lampblack, y» is 0. 5 (measured by John Ferrante of Lewis using a low-
energy-electron-diffraction, Auger emission spectroscopy system) so that y = 0.622.

C

By making an assumption about Cf, the efficiencies of the collector, the tube, and the en-
tire system can be calculated and plotted as shown in figure 7. It can be seen that tube
efficiency is markedly improved for the first few stages of depressed collectors added but
increases only about 1 percent for each of the later stages. All losses in the power sup-
ply were computed or estimated in determining the system efficiency.

The biasing of the collector plates has been determined solely to maximize efficiency
for operation at saturation; as a result, it can be seen in figure 6 that at operation 12
decibels below saturation some of the collectors do not influence the distribution of col-
lector currents. This explains the reduction in collector efficiency and the stepped dis-

100,—

"C. SAT

, SAT-12dB

2 4 6 8
Number of depressed collector stages

10

Figure 7. - Efficiencies of collector, tube, and entire system.
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continuities in the curves in some of the figures for operation at 12 decibels below
saturation.

At a sacrifice of efficiency at full-power output, the collector efficiency below sat-
uration could be improved by a rearrangement of the collectors. Because the current
probability distribution becomes more nearly a rectangle, collector efficiency could be
increased the further operation is from saturation.

The effect on collector efficiency of a change in Cj is illustrated in figure 8 for the
case where y = 0. 622. When only 10 percent of the current is collected on the leading

C

edges of the collectors, the efficiency is greater than for equal distribution but the dif-
ference is only about 4 percent at most. As the number of collectors is increased the dif-
ference becomes smaller.

100

80

3
8. 60

40 —

20 —

2 4 6
Number of depressed collectors

10

Figure 8. - Effect on collector efficiency of change in frac-
tion of intercepted current incident on leading edge of
collector Cf.

Also plotted in figure 8 is the analytical expression for collector efficiency presented
in equation (21). This expression was derived for conditions which do not apply to the
other curves in the figure. However, as the number of depressed stages is increased,
the current and voltage increments become more nearly equal and the areas of the prob-
ability distribution not within the collection envelope become more triangular in shape.
Thus, equation (21) becomes a better approximation to the collector efficiency, and the
separation of the curves is reduced. If nothing were known about the current probability
distribution function, equation (21) might be used to approximate collector efficiency.

The total power input to the system is plotted in figure 9 as a function of the number
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Figure 9. - Total power input to system as function of num-
ber of depressed collector stages.

of depressed collector stages for operation at saturation and at 12 decibels below satura-
tion. All losses in the system, the power delivered to the cathode heater, and an allow-
ance of 5 percent for filters and regulation circuits, as well as the computed power dis-
sipation in the tube, transformer, transistors, and rectifiers, are included. Note that
with no depressed collector stages the system consumes the same power regardless of
the rf input power.

The power supply calculations are based on the following conditions: magnetic mate-
rials, Supermendur (refs. 10 and 11); transformer windings, copper; transformer oper-
ating temperature, 200° C; excitation, square wave; maximum magnetic flux density,
1.8T; frequency, 800 Hz; V.^ 28V; fill factor, 50 percent; coil insulation area, 12.5
percent; core inside to outside diameter ratio, Y, 0. 8; core height to buildup ratio, Z,
1.0; transistors, type 1401; a n d silicon rectifiers (ref. 12). - - • • • - • - - - -

The transformer efficiency relation was solved for a matrix of values of Y and Z,
and the values of 0. 8 and 1. 0 were chosen because maximum efficiency was achieved in
this neighborhood under a variety of conditions. No attempt was made to solve for the
most efficient transformer design (ref. 7) for each case.
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Figure 10. - Losses in system as function of number of de-
pressed collector stages.

The penalty paid by the power supply in increased losses as the system is compli-
cated by more stages of depressed collectors is illustrated in figure 10. Only the cal-
culated losses in the transformer, transistors, and rectifiers are included herein.
From none to six collectors, the system efficiency is reduced overall about 1 percent,
mostly because of the decreased transformer efficiency. After six stages, the decreases
in transformer efficiency are approximately offset by increases in transistor efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS

The collector and tube efficiencies for a microwave tube with a multistage depressed
collector have been calculated in two ways. First, an analytical expression was derived
based on a hypothetical triangular current probability distribution at the collector. The
effects of secondary emission and radial velocity components on the collector efficiency
are included in this analysis. The second calculation is based on the current probability
distribution determined analytically for a specific tube design; a digital computer was
used to perform the detailed calculations required.

Even though these two calculations are based on quite different current distributions,
the two results differ by less than 10 percent when 10 stages of depressed collection are
considered. When nothing is known of the actual current distribution in the tube, the ana-
lytical expression probably provides a satisfactory estimate of the collector efficiency.

An estimate is made of the efficiency of the power supply required to drive the travel-
ing wave tube equipped with a multistage depressed collector. The power supply de-
scribed herein is a simple parallel inverter employing transistor switching, a single
toroidal transformer with multiple secondary windings, and full-wave rectification.
Losses in the filter and regulation circuits are estimated from a recently published sys-
tem design. An actual power supply for this application might be quite different than the
simple system described in the text and incorporated in the computer program.

From the results, it can be seen that the first few stages of depressed collection im-
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prove the tube efficiency substantially, but that after the sixth stage, tube efficiency im-
proves only about 1 percentage point for each additional stage.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, August 14, 1972,
682-10.
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS

o
A cross-sectional area of transformer core, mc

2
A area of window of core box, m

)V

A1 cross-sectional area of conducting portion of primary winding of transformer,
1 2m

A0 cross-sectional area of conducting portion of secondary winding of transformer
z 2m

B maximum magnetic flux density, T

Cf fraction of intercepted current incident on leading edge of collector

Djrp inside diameter of core box, m

DQT outside diameter of core box, m

F transformer fill factor

Fj primary winding fill factor

f frequency, Hz

G function defined by eq. (48)

Hm height of magnetic core for maximum transformer efficiency, m

Hrp height of core box, m

I current defined by fig. l(a), A

IB transistor base current, A

IpM maximum forward rated rectifier current, A

I. current drawn from dc source, A .

Ip primary winding current, A

*RM reverse current at maximum rated rectifier inverse voltage, A

ID.T reverse transistor current, A
ISATR rated transistor saturation current, A

Ig. current carried by the j segment of secondary, A

I maximum secondary winding current, A

beam current incident on collector, A

current intercepted by j

k.. function defined by eq. (47)

i. current intercepted by j collector stage, A
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k2

N

N]

N

N£
Nr

P

P

P

R

COLLECTOR

OUT
'RF

RECTT
PTRANSMISSION
PTRFR
PTRTR
PSb
Pu(j)

uT

P

S

s

V

V

V

B

max
V'max

function defined by eq. (51)

fraction of beam current intercepted by tube body

length of primary winding, m

length of secondary winding, m

number of stages of depressed collectors

number of primary turns in transformer

number of rectifiers connected in series

number of secondary turns in transformer

number of switching transistors connected in parallel

power dissipated in the collector, W

copper losses in transformer, W

radiofrequency output power from tube, W

power dissipated by electromagnetic waves in slow wave struc-
ture, W

power dissipated in one pair of power rectifiers, W

power dissipated in all of the rectifiers of the power supply, W

power lost from electron beam in transmission through tube, W

power dissipated in the transformer, W

power dissipated in transistors, W

power in electron beam incident on collector, W

unrecovered power from electrons collected at j collector, W

total unrecovered power, W

function defined by eq. (7)

area intercepted by collector at Vo in fig. l(a)

function defined by eq. (6)

transistor base voltage, V

rectifier forward voltage drop at rated current, V

maximum energy of electrons in spent beam, V

maximum energy of electrons in spent beam corrected for radial
velocities, V
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VN voltage applied to N collector stage, V

Vp transformer maximum primary voltage, V

VRM maximum rated reverse rectifier voltage, V

Vg A rpn transistor saturation voltage at rated current, V

AVg. secondary voltage built up between taps on j increment, V

V« beam voltage, V

Vj voltage defined in fig. 1, V

Vg voltage defined in fig. 1, V

Vg voltage defined in fig. 1, V

v voltage defined in fig. 1, V

v. voltage between collector stages j and j + 1, V

W, waveform factor

Vfi core loss, W/(kg)(T)(Hz)

W. fraction of increase in cross-sectional area of transformer windings due to
insulation

X^ function defined by eq. (49)

XB function defined by eq. (50)

Y ratio of inner to outer diameter of magnetic core

Z ratio of height to buildup of the magnetic core

a angle of incidence for electron striking forward face of collector plate

/3 angle collector plate makes with tube axis

y effective secondary electron yield

T/Q maximum secondary yield for normal incidence

?7C collector efficiency

TWp radiofrequency efficiency of tube

77 fraction of beam energy due to radially directed component of electron
velocity

7] total system efficiency for tube and power supply

T>TRFR transformer efficiency

n overall tube efficiency, neglecting heater power
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n tube efficiency with no depressed collector stages, neglecting heater power

?70 electronic conversion' efficiency of tube

p resistivity of transformer winding material, fi - m
o

PM mass density of transformer magnetic material, kg/m

T_ transistor switching time, sec
D

(f> angle which electron incident on forward face of collector makes with axis
of tube

;// angle defined by fig. 3

Subscript:

TRTR transistor
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